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ABSTRACT: The precise functional role of the hippocampus in human
episodic memory is an unresolved question though it has recently been
suggested that distinct medial temporal lobe (MTL) regions are involved in
encoding and retrieval operations respectively. For example, a recent
meta-analysis of positron emission tomography (PET) literature has sug-
gested a rostral-caudal functional division in the medial temporal lobes
(MTL), with rostral MTL mediating encoding and caudal MTL retrieval
operations. However, a review of the combined PET and fMRI literature,
reported in the present issue, while noting systematic discrepancies
between PET and fMRI, reaches a conclusion that posterior MTL is
involved in encoding. Here we present fMRI data, from a modified
artificial grammar learning paradigm, that examines two questions concern-
ing the functional role of the hippocampus, and related MTL structures in
episodic memory. Firstly, we test a hypothesis that anterior hippocampus is
activated during encoding and that this response is greater for novel items.
Secondly, we test whether increasing familiarity with stimulus material is
associated with a posterior MTL neural response. Our empirical findings
support both hypotheses in that we demonstrate a left anterior hippocam-
pal response sensitive to encoding demands and a posterior parahippocam-
pal response sensitive to retrieval demands. Furthermore, we show that
both anterior and posterior hippocampal responses are modulated to the
degree to which stimuli can be assimilated into ameaningful rule-based
framework. Hippocampus 1999;9:25–34. r 1999 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The effects of localized brain damage provides compelling evidence that
psychologically distinct forms of memory are dependent on the integrity of
discrete anatomical brain systems (Scoville and Milner, 1957). In this
respect, the clinical syndrome of medial temporal amnesia has been central
in framing a concept of memory that suggests multiple dissociable domains
(Cohen, 1984). The observations that medial temporal lobe (MTL) damage
leads to a pervasive inability to remember new facts and events is now well
established (Rempel-Clower et al., 1996). What remains a source of

controversy is whether separate anatomical regions within
MTL are specialized for distinct aspects and operations
within what is termed declarative memory. Such func-
tional specialization is suggested by observations that
patients with damage limited to the hippocampal forma-
tion have more restricted deficits than patients with
more extensive temporal lobe damage (Reed and Squire,
1998). Furthermore, damage to anterior hippocampus
while leading to dramatic impairments in episodic
memory is not incompatible with preservation of some
aspects of declarative memory. For example, it is now
reported that young children with hippocampal damage
retain an ability to acquire facts and knowledge about
the world (Vargha-Khadem et al., 1997). Thus, while
the importance of MTL in episodic memory is beyond
dispute, the question raised by these recent neuropsycho-
logical studies is whether distinct regions of hippocam-
pus, and related MTL structures, are specialized for
particular aspects of memory function.

While neuropsychological data have been crucial in
identifying dissociable forms of memory, it is recognized
that patient studies are problematic in isolating the
precise components of memory affected by a lesion. For
example, it is difficult to separate the effects of lesions on
encoding or retrieval operations. In this respect func-
tional neuroimaging provides an important advantage in
so far as data can be acquired in an intact, normally
functioning brain. An extensive neuroimaging literature,
involving verbal and non-verbal material, has provided
persuasive evidence for relative specialization in left and
right prefrontal cortex for encoding and retrieval, respec-
tively (Tulving et al., 1994a,b; Kapur et al., 1994;
Shallice et al., 1994; Nyberg et al., 1996a,b). This
putative asymmetry was not previously known from
lesion-based data. Recent application of functional neu-
roimaging also demonstrates that aside from localization
it is feasible to perform experiments that allow precise
specification of the psychological operations that are
implemented in encoding and retrieval related regional
activations (Rugg et al., 1996; Fletcher et al., 1998a,b).
What is unclear from these data is whether hemispheric
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specialization at encoding and retrieval reflect encoding or
retrieval processes per se or, as is more likely in our view,
psychological operations that are preferentially engaged at these
two stages of memory function.

In a previously reported finding, we sought to reconcile
prefrontal and hippocampal involvement during auditory-verbal
episodic memory encoding with a hypothesis that hippocampal
activation reflects a response to relative novelty. In this study,
that stimulus material consisted of word paired-associates com-
prising a category (e.g., Dog) and an exemplar (e.g., Boxer)
presented auditorily. Left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex was sensitive
to a manipulation of the association between category and
exemplar. By contrast MTL, including hippocampus and para-
hippocamal regions, showed a striking responsiveness to novelty
in the presented material (Dolan and Fletcher, 1997). Thus,
maximal hippocampal activation was seen in the condition
where both category and exemplar were novel. These previously
reported findings, and others (Tulving et al., 1994c, 1996; Stern
et al., 1996; Gabrieli et al., 1997), suggest that a component
of hippocampal processing at encoding relates to novelty detec-
tion.

In this paper, we use functional neuroimaging to address two
questions regarding the role of MTL in episodic memory. The first
concerns the role of MTL structures, and in particular the
hippocampus, in episodic memory encoding and retrieval. The
second question concerns the type of processing implemented in
the hippocampus during encoding and, specifically, whether this
relates to novelty detection. To address these questions, we used a
modified artificial grammar learning paradigm that involved
subjects learning the grammatical status of letter strings according
to predetermined rules. In the variant of the task used in our
experiment, feedback related to task performance, was provided
on a trial by trial basis. Consequently, this type of paradigm is
particularly appropriate to study encoding and retrieval processes
in so far as subjects have no prior knowledge of the grammar
system but, over the course of an experiment, gradually acquire
the underlying rules. Thus, in the early phases of learning,
subjects’ responses are to items that have no inherent meaning
and, in this respect, are more novel than items presented later in
the experiment. Using a block design in which the same items are
presented repeatedly, it is possible to modulate the degree to which
the task requirements depends on episodic encoding and retrieval.
Furthermore, over the course of the experiment subjects acquire
knowledge of the rule system leading to a decrease in the degree to
which reliance on episodic encoding and retrieval is necessary for
task performance. Consequently, using this paradigm (see below
for details) it is possible to assess the influences of encoding and
retrieval against the background of an emerging knowledge
structure that, over the course of the experiment, increasingly
influences subjects’ responses to the grammatical status of new
items. In other words, this type of paradigm can be used to
determine how psychological context (acquisition of a rule
system) influences encoding and retrieval related neural responses.

METHODS

Memory Task

We used a finite state grammar system (see Fig. 1) to generate
consonant strings under the constraint that all strings must consist
of 4 letters. A total of 30 strings, mixed with 30 arbitrarily chosen
non-grammatical lures, were presented over the course of the
entire experiment. The experiment comprised 6 blocks (see Fig. 2)
and within each block stimuli were presented on a screen, at a rate
of one per 3.2 seconds, with a total of 10 consonant strings (50%
grammatical; 50% lures). Subjects were required to respond to
items by indicating with a key pad whether the item was
grammatical or ungrammatical. Subjects received immediate
visual feedback indicating whether their response was correct or
incorrect. In a single block, the same 10 items were presented a
total of 6 times. Consequently, responses to items within a block
are strongly influenced by recollection of the outcome of previous
responses to that item. In this respect, within-block effects are
strongly dependent upon episodic memory as can also be seen in
the behavioral data (see below). Each presentation epoch was
followed by a sensorimotor control condition that consisted of
serial visual presentation of either rows of the letter P or N
signaling a right or left key-pad response, respectively. At the end
of each block, a new block began and 10 new items (5
grammatical, 5 ungrammatical) were presented. Thus, in the early
stage of the experiment, subjects had no knowledge of the
underlying grammatical rules and responded on the basis of
guesses and explicit knowledge of outcomes of previous responses
to individual items. Across blocks, these responses are gradually
modulated by the emergence of knowledge of grammatical rules.
Six identically structured blocks were presented in total, with
each successive block containing 10 new items (see Fig. 2 for
details).

Behaviourial data were acquired on-line enabling characteriza-
tion of rate of learning both within (corresponding to learning the
grammatical status of individual items) and across blocks (corre-
sponding to learning the underlying grammatical rules of the
grammar system). The former clearly depends upon episodic
memory in that to determine the within-block grammatical state
of individual items, subjects rely on recollection of the outcome
(correct or incorrect performance feedback provided on a trial by
trial basis) of previous encounters with the item. By contrast,
across-block effects reflect learning of underlying rules of the
grammar system. Consequently, this across-block effect can be
thought of as creating a dynamic knowledge context for learning.
Note again that responses to individual exemplars early in the
experiment are independent of rule knowledge and rely almost
exclusively upon episodic memory. However, across blocks this
context changes as subjects’ judgment of the grammatical status of
items is progressively influenced by an abstraction of underlying
grammatical rules. Therefore, the design of our experiment means
that across blocks there is modulation of episodic memory
processes by the creation of an underlying knowledge base. In
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other words, correct responses to items presented in later blocks
can be made by an abstraction of the underlying rules. Our
experiment provides clear predictions in terms of hippocampal
response to learning, which can be framed as follows. A hippocam-
pal response to novel individual items will attenuate with repeated
exposure to these items (a within-block effect) and this response
will itself be modulated as a function of abstraction of underlying
grammatical rules (across-block effect). More simply, we predict a
time by condition interaction in the hippocampus with respect to
its response to novel exemplars of the grammar system.

Functional Neuroimaging

Informed consent was obtained from 4 subjects (2 male, 2
female; all right-handed; age range 26– 36 yrs; mean age 29 years).
A Siemens VISION system (Siemens; Erlangen, Germany) operat-
ing at 2 Tesla was used to acquire both T1 anatomical and
gradient-echo echo-planar T2* weighted image volumes with
blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast. For all
subjects, data were acquired in 2 scanning sessions separated by a
5-minute rest period. Aside from 6 ‘‘dummy’’ volumes, which
were subsequently discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects, a
total of 360 functional volumes were acquired per subject.
Volumes were acquired continuously every 6,400 ms. Each
volume comprised sixty-four 3 mm axial slices with in-plane
resolution 3 x 3 mm positioned to cover the whole brain. The
imaging time series was realigned, spatially normalized, and

smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full width half maximum
(Talairach and Tournoux, 1988; Friston et al., 1995a,b). Low
frequency cosine waves modeled and removed subject-specific low
frequency drifts in signal and the data were normalized for global
effects by proportional scaling (Holmes et al., 1997).

To characterize task-specific activations, we used a model
embodying 3 effects. The first simply examined task vs. baseline
activations by contrasting all scans in which subjects were
performing the grammaticality judgment with all those in which
they were performing the sensorimotor, baseline task. The
resulting SPM(t) was used to constrain the second and third
analyses, which were concerned with describing learning-related
effects. This constraint meant that we explored for learning-
related changes in activation only in those regions that showed an
activation relative to the baseline. The second level of analysis
examined task vs. baseline activations, which were expressed
linearly within blocks with repeated item learning. The third
analysis evaluated time-dependent (across block) modulation of
these within-block linear changes as expressed over the entire
duration of the experiment. We present results for linear changes
alone. However, a separate analysis embodying more flexible 2nd
order effects was also carried out but did not add to the
characterization of learning effects over and above those seen in a
linear model. For all effects, subjects’ data were modelled sepa-
rately and the only activations presented are those expressed in all
subjects, in all conditions, with no statistically significant differ-
ences in the magnitude of change among individual subjects. As
our analysis was hypothesis driven, we present findings that
survive an uncorrected (for the entire brain volume) threshold of
P , .01.

RESULTS

Behavioural Results

As predicted, performance levels showed a linear improvement
(see Fig. 3) both within blocks (DF 5 3; F 5 10.6; P , 0.001)
and across blocks (DF 5 3; F 5 8; P 5 0.001). There was no
significant block by epoch interaction. A separate test on the first
epoch of each block showed a significant improvement in
classifying the novel items as the experiment evolved (DF 5 3;
F 5 3.9; P , 0.05). This observation provides evidence of
progressive rule learning since in all cases, the first item of a block
consisted entirely of novel items that could not be classified
correctly on the basis of remembered instances.

Functional Neuroimaging

The effects of encoding novel grammatical items necessary for
task performance were examined using two models. In the first
model, we examined the effect of repeated presentation for the set
of consonant strings presented in the first block alone where, due
to the influence of trail by trial feedback, task performance is

FIGURE 1. The finite-state grammar rule system (hidden from
subjects throughout) used in the experiment. Grammatical items are
produced by starting at the left and moving from node to successive
node always following the direction of arrows. Every arrow traversed
generates the attached letter. We added the constraint that all items
consisted of 4 letters. Thus JMQH, STMV, and JFLV would all be
deemed grammatical, whereas JQLD, SCHR, and JMFR would be
deemed ungrammatical.
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primarily dependent upon episodic memory. At this stage the
influence of rule application, acquired across blocks, is minimal
hence the effects emphasized early in the block reflect episodic
encoding while effects later in the same block are biased towards
episodic retrieval. These effects can also be conceived as reflecting
decreasing novelty and increasing familiarity, respectively. With
respect to our prediction of MTL activation at encoding, we
found a significant left anterior hippocampal effect. Specifically,
this region showed decreasing activation as a function of decreas-
ing item novelty. This response pattern, within the first block, can

be contrasted with an opposite response pattern seen in left
posterior MTL where there was increased activation, as the block
progressed. Note that as the block progresses, subjects base their
responses on retrieval of outcomes of previous responses to
presentation of items. Consequently, we interpret this pattern of
activation as reflecting episodic retrieval (see Fig. 4a).

The effects outlined above were ascertained from the first
stimulus presentation block alone. Our next analysis involved all 6
blocks and examined how encoding and retrieval responses are
modulated by increasing knowledge of the grammatical rules.

FIGURE 2. The overall design of the experiment. Red boxes represent epochs of activation
condition and white boxes epochs of baseline. Each row represents a single block within which
novel exemplars are presented and item-specific learning occurs within the block. Across the rows
rule learning occurs as shown by behavioral data.
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That is, we explored the data for regions in which an initial
within-block increase in activation was attenuated or reversed
with increasing familiarity with the grammar system and vice
versa. We found that anterior and posterior regions of MTL
showed opposite effects with respect to this contrast. The anterior
region (left hippocampus) showed a time-dependent reversal of
the initial within-block relative increase, followed by adaptation,
in activation as a response to initial presentation of new exemplars.
The posterior MTL region (left parahippocampal gyrus) showed
the opposite effect where a within-block progressively increased
response to repeated presentation of exemplars was reversed in
later blocks. In simple terms, what we demonstrate is encoding
and retrieval-related neuronal responses that are modulated by
psychological context or, more specifically, the acquisition of rule
knowledge (see Fig. 4b).

DISCUSSION

This experiment examined two questions regarding the role of
the hippocampus, and related medial temporal lobe structures, in

episodic memory. Specifically, we asked whether dissociable
functional roles could be established for distinct regions of MTL
at episodic encoding and retrieval, respectively. We show an
anterior hippocampal response that reflects the degree to which
subjects actively encode exemplars of a modified artificial gram-
mar system. The encoding-related response is localized to a region
of left anterior hippocampus where we previously showed a
hippocampal response in a paired-associate learning task (Dolan
and Fletcher, 1997). This anterior hippocampal response can be
contrasted with a posterior MTL activation, located to parahippo-
campal gyrus, which is maximally responsive in situations where
there is an emphasis on episodic retrieval.

Taken at face value, our data suggest a anterior-posterior
functional segregation in the MTL with respect to encoding and
retrieval. This anterior-posterior dissociation suggests that MTL is
involved in both the encoding and retrieval stages of memory but
that distinct regions of MTL are specialized for psychological
operations engaged at these two stages. Lepage et al. (1998) in a
recent meta-analysis of an extensive PET literature on medial
temporal lobe activations in studies of episodic memory con-
cluded that the empirical data suggest a rostral-caudal functional
division within MTL. This functional division reflected a prepon-
derance of studies reporting activation of anterior MTL regions at
encoding and posterior MTL regions at retrieval. Our empirical
data, derived from fMRI, accord entirely with the conclusions on
this survey. However, Schacter and Wagner (1999, this issue), on
the basis of their analysis of published fMRI data and a
reconsideration of the evidence reviewed by Lepage et al. (1998)
reach a different conclusion. These authors conclude that fMRI
evidence suggests that posterior MTL is associated with encoding
and PET studies of encoding show both anterior and posterior
MTL activations. On the basis of their conclusion, our findings of
a rostral-caudal dissociation in hippocampal activations at encod-
ing and retrieval would appear to be at odds with other fMRI
experiments. Before discussing our own findings in greater detail,
we first consider key fMRI studies reviewed by Schacter and
Wagner (1999) and ask whether their conclusion of an encoding-
related memory specificity for posterior MTL activations is
actually warranted.

Three early experiments, all of which used picture presenta-
tions, are similar in design and can be considered together. The
earliest study is that of Stern et al. (1996) who reported posterior
hippocampal activations in response to passive viewing of novel
pictures presented over two separate experimental blocks. Like-
wise, Gabrieli et al. (1997) reported posterior MTL activation,
with a focus in parahippocampal gyrus, in a similar type of
experiment where subjects were presented with sets of pictures
depicting everyday scenes with a task requirement to make an
indoor-outdoor judgment. More recently, Rombouts et al. (1997)
contrasted responses to pictures of scenes, which contained two
objects whose names were written below the pictures, and a
control condition in which the same scene was presented
repeatedly. In this study, bilateral parahippocampal responses were
reported in all but one subject with just over half the subjects also
showing hippocampal activations. A common feature in all three
studies is that the control condition involved repeated presenta-

FIGURE 3. Mean of subjects’ performance within and across
blocks. Within each block (from epoch 1 to epoch 6: these are labeled
for block 1 only) there was an improvement in performance due to
the repeated presentation of items and feedback as to their status.
Consequently, this within-block effect reflect episodic memory primar-
ily. The rule learning occurring from block to block is evidenced by
the fact that there is a significant increase in performance on the first
epoch of each successive block even though items seen in these cases
were novel and the subject had received no prior knowledge of their
grammatical status. This is evidence for a modulation of episodic
memory by rule learning, which is expressed to greater degrees across
blocks.
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tion of either one (Stern et al., 1996; Rombouts et al., 1998) or
two (Gabrieli et al., 1997) pictures. Consequently, in a subtractive
approach the interpretation of differences between experimental
and control conditions is problematic in that there is a possibility
that what is actually being measured is adaptation effects to highly
familiar scenes.

A more recent study by Fernandez at al. (1998) also reported
posterior hippocampal activations in association with successful
encoding of fifteen word lists. In a parametric experimental
design, the authors correlated the number of successfully recalled
words ascertained following a 15-second distraction period, with
MTL activation at encoding. In this study, it is important to note
that image volumes were acquired over a 15-second period
corresponding to the presentation of 5 words and that correlations
over the time-series were established for each separate 5 word list
related volume. However, this design means that the first and third
5 word list volumes are biased towards primacy and recency effects
with only the middle word-list volumes unambiguously reflecting
long-term memory encoding. Unfortunately, no data are provided
for an analysis based upon volumes representing this component
of what is in effect the most sensitive, with respect to long-term
memory, portion of a classic 15 word serial-position curve.

While in our view the studies outlined above do not provide a
convincing basis for conclusions regarding the encoding-related
MTL activations more recent experiments, using event-related
fMRI paradigms, provide more challenging data. The use of
event-related paradigms eschews a necessity for block stimulus
presentation and allows sampling of hemodynamic responses to
single stimulus presentation in mixed-trial designs. In two notable
experiments, the common approach has been to determine
whether the pattern of stimulus elicited activation at encoding
predicts latter retrieval success. Brewer et al. (1998) presented
subjects with pictures and reported that the magnitude of

activation in bilateral parahippocampal regions predicted subse-
quent retrieval success in a latter recognition task. However, the
field of view in this study was restricted and did not encompass the
anterior hippocampus while the use of everyday pictures raises a
possibility that there may be cueing of associative episodic
memory retrieval processes. Wagner et al. (1998) used a broadly
similar strategy, in conjunction with word presentation and whole
brain acquisition, where the experimental task was to make a
semantic decision in relation to each individually presented word.
In this study, subsequent recognition performance was predicted
by the magnitude of the parahippocampal response during study.
The specificity of the reported parahippocampal response rests on
an assumption that encoding processes alone were engaged during
scanning. The nature of the encoding task involving a necessity to
perform a high level semantic judgment means that there may well
be engagement of associative mnemonic processes that entail a
degree of semantic memory retrieval. In other words, it can be
argued that MTL activation might equally reflect engagement of
retrieval processes. In our view, the interpretation of the findings
in these studies raises fundamental issues as to optimal experimen-
tal designs for disambiguating encoding and retrieval related
activations.

In our study, subjects were required to learn the grammatical
status of novel exemplars from an artificial grammar system. A
particular advantage of this paradigm is that it is possible to
implement a within-subject design to examine encoding and
retrieval processes in parallel without any change in the basic task
instruction. In this regard, it needs to be emphasized that other
studies that have addressed the issue of encoding-retrieval related
functional specialization within MTL have not combined a
within-subject design with the use of identical study material at
encoding and retrieval (Gabrieli et al., 1997). Furthermore, as
already outlined, the use of a modified artificial grammar learning
paradigm provides a means of assessing how the emergence of an
underlying knowledge system modulates episodic encoding and
retrieval related activation effects. Recall that at the outset of a
prototypical artificial grammar learning experiment subjects have
no knowledge of the rule system and successful task performance
requires exclusive reliance on episodic memory processes. Over
the course of an experiment, subjects acquire increasing knowl-
edge of grammatical rules and consequently, with time, rule based
(semantic) effects predominate in task performance. Conse-
quently, over the course of an experiment, what is expressed is a
dynamic interplay between episodic and rule (or semantic) related
processing. Within this general framework our observation of left
anterior hippocampal response, within the first block, to first
presentation of exemplars emphasizes encoding processes that are
not contaminated by rule based knowledge. The across-block
time-dependent attenuation of this encoding response mirrors a
decreasing reliance on learning particular instances of the gram-
mar (i.e., episodic encoding) and the emergence of rule-based task
performance. In other words, the time by condition interaction
for anterior hippocampal activation reflects a modulation of
episodic encoding processes by the emergence of a rule-based
system. This pattern contrasts with responses in posterior parahip-
pocampus to increasing within-block presentation of exemplars.

FIGURE 4. Top: SPM of regions showing a time by condition
interaction with respect to an initial within-block reduction in
activation. Top: Two orthogonal sections of a spatially normalized
structural MRI scan with activations surviving a statistical threshold
of P F .05 (uncorrected) superimposed upon it. The sections were
chosen at the left hippocampal maxima (x, y, z 5 -30, -12 , -12; Z 5
2.7). Bottom: Changes in activation (relative to the baseline task) at
the early (first three presentation of exemplars) and late (last three
presentations of exemplars) stages for each of the 6 blocks. The
changing slope across blocks reflects the modulation of neural
responses to novel exemplars by an emerging rule knowledge. Note
the apparent deactivation of the hippocampus, with respect to
baseline, for early presentation of items is a function of averaging
response for the first three presentations of individual items (i.e., the
ten exemplars presented three times). The thicker arrows (with blocks
1 to 6 labeled) represent increasing knowledge of and use of the rule
system. The thin arrows represent progression from early to late
learning within each block. b: SPM of regions showing a time by
condition interaction with respect to an initial within-block increase
in activation. Top: Two orthogonal sections of a spatially normalized
structural MRI scan with activations surviving a statistical threshold
of P F .05 (uncorrected) superimposed upon it. The sections were
chosen at the left parahippocampal maxima (x, y, z 5 -26, -46, -8;
Z 5 2.8). Bottom: Changes in activation are shown graphically as for
Figure 3.
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As for the response in anterior hippocampus, there was a
time-dependent modulation of this within-block parahippocam-
pal response. Note that in early phases of the experiment,
increasing within-block presentation of items preferentially en-
gages episodic retrieval processes that, with the acquisition of
underlying rules, become less pronounced across blocks. Conse-
quently, the time-dependent modulation of this parahippocampal
response, as for encoding related responses, mirrors subjects’
increasing utilization of a ruled-based task performance strategy.
In effect, what this aspect of our experiment demonstrates is a
psychological modulation of episodic encoding and retrieval
related neuronal responses, in anterior hippocampus and posterior
parahippocampus, respectively, by an emerging ruled (or mean-
ing) based system.

An important issue in studies of episodic memory concerns the
psychological functions reflected in encoding and retrieval related
neuronal responses. In previous work, we addressed the question
of whether MTL responses at encoding reflects processing of
stimulus novelty (Dolan and Fletcher, 1997; Elliott and Dolan,
1998). Martin et al. (1997) reporting findings of anterior
hippocampal activations that were sensitive to stimulus param-
eters (e.g., meaningfulness of items) and novelty, have drawn
attention to different meanings attached to the concept of novelty.
Thus, novelty can variously refer to an item’s inherent meaning
(nonsense items are more novel than real items), recency of
occurrence of the item within an experimental context, and task
experience (the first time a task is performed is more novel than
subsequent task performance). The broader idea here is that
novelty is a relative concept and reflects a dynamic between
sensory features of the environment, past history of encounters
with similar stimuli, and the degree to which such features can be
accommodated within a meaning-based interpretative framework.
This framework has particular relevance to our findings where the
pattern of hippocampal response that we observed, within and
across block, is amenable to a novelty-based interpretation. For
example, the within-block attenuation of hippocampal response
reflects a novelty effect in that it parallels increasing familiarity (or
decreasing novelty) with individual exemplars of the grammar
system. What needs explanation is the attenuation of this
hippocampal novelty response across blocks as subjects acquired
increasing knowledge of grammatical rules. Our view is that the
novelty of new exemplars is not equivalent across blocks in that, as
the behavioral data demonstrate, increasing knowledge of the
grammatical rules means that new exemplars of the grammar
system can be processed with respect to the grammatical rules.
From this perspective, the new exemplars are less novel and we
propose that it is this influence of psychological context on
exemplar processing that accounts for the across-block attenua-
tion of a novelty response. However, it can equally be argued that
these novelty effects can be explained on the basis of decreasing
encoding demands with increasing within-block familiarity and
an across-block reliance on rule-based task performance.

Although encoding and novelty detection are often conceptual-
ized as independent processes (Fernandez et al., 1998), we are of
the view that novelty detection is a fundamental aspect of

encoding. This is also implicit in a model of memory function
proposed by Shallice where novelty reflects situations where
thought and action routines triggered by the environment are
inadequate to produce an adaptive behavioral response (Shallice,
1988). Novelty detection in this framework represents an early
form of encoding whose role includes detection of adaptively
significant events. It is self-evident that determining whether
something is novel (as opposed to familiar) requires that incoming
signals are compared with pre-existing stored representations.
Such an interaction in novelty assessment is compatible with
recent extensions of the episodic memory concept, which is now
conceptualized as arising out of an underlying semantic system
(Tulving and Markowitsch, 1998). Novelty is likely to reflect
situations with potential behavioral significance for an organism
where formation of associated memory representations ensures
that future encounters with similar stimuli will be both adaptive
and less resource demanding.

Our theoretical position is that encoding involves a number of
distinct psychological processes that are anatomically dissociable.
At the most simple level, encoding can be described in terms of at
least two different levels of stimulus analysis with the earliest level
characterized by parallel analysis of elementary stimulus features
and a second level involving more elaborative processing (Treis-
man and Gelade, 1980). For example, an emphasis on processing
semantic attributes of stimulus material has been consistently
shown to activate a regions of left prefrontal cortex in the inferior
frontal gyrus (Shallice et al., 1994; Kapur et al., 1994). We
propose that establishing memory representations for totally
unfamiliar items, particularly when they are not susceptible to
semantic processing, emphasizes sensory-feature processing and
that this is what is primarily reflected in anterior hippocampal
activation. From this perspective, anterior hippocampal activation
to novelty reflects a global integration of sensory stimuli with the
current psychological context (Halgren and Marinkovic, 1995).

The proposal that human functional neuroimaging data show-
ing an anterior hippocampal response reflects novelty processing is
also suggested by electrophysiological studies in humans and
single cell recording studies in animals (Halgren and Marinkovic,
1995; Musen and Treisman, 1990; Gershberg and Shimamura,
1995). Direct single cell recordings from the hippocampus in
patients has demonstrated units with preferential responses to
novel as opposed to familiar stimuli (Fried et al., 1997). Recent
neuropsychological data also report the absence of a characteristic
electrophysiological response to novelty in patients with hippocam-
pal lesions (Knight, 1996). A sensitivity to novelty is also implicit
in the suggestion that hippocampal-dependent circuits maintain a
template of the recent past for comparison with incoming stimuli
(Martin et al., 1996).

Although functional neuroimaging provides a powerful tool for
describing functional specialization within memory-related brain
systems, it is nevertheless important to reconcile imaging data
with what is observed in patients with circumscribed lesions. With
respect to the MTL, the critical issue is whether the functional
attributions of anterior and posterior activations explain findings
in patients such as preserved semantic knowledge acquisition in
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young patients with hippocampal lesions (Vargha-Khadem et al.,
1997) and the relatively restricted retrograde amnesia in adults
with the same type of lesions (Reed and Squire, 1998). While
accepting an absence of absolute anatomical specificity in lesion
data and the preliminary nature of high quality functional
neuroimaging data on MTL, we suggest that at the very least our
data are consistent with current lesion data. An anterior hippocam-
pus encoding/novelty specificity would be consistent with a
relatively restricted retrograde amnesia seen in patients with
lesions that primarily involve this region. In a similar vein, the
ability of patients with hippocampal lesions to acquire semantic
knowledge about the world is not inconsistent with our proposal
that encoding is a multi-stage process in which the hippocampus
mediates an early sensory-based stage that is necessary for
subsequent recollective experience.
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